


Since	its	beginnings,	the	congress	is	
supported	by	the	ITU	(and	was	awarded	
the	title	of	“best	practices	example”	by	the	
ITU/D	regional	initiative	in	may	2015)

It	is	held	under	the	Aegis	and	in	presence	of	
the	Swiss	Embassy	in	Romania

TOP INSTITUTIONAL 

AND PROFESSIONAL PARTNERS



The	congress	is	built	in	partnership	with	:	
- the	HQ	of	the	Romanian	National	Police .
- the	CYBERINT	center	of	the	Romanian	Intelligence	Services.	
- the ANCOM (Romanian	National	Communications	Regulator,	

head	of	a	think-tank	gathering	10	national	regulators	from	SEE)
- the ANSSI (Romanian	Professional	Association	for	Information	

Security,	gathering	the	top-40	companies	dealing	with	the	topic	
in	Romania)	 and 2	huge IT	Professional	associations	:	ARASEC	
and	ANIS

TOP INSTITUTIONAL 

AND PROFESSIONAL PARTNERS

Meet Romanian VIPs



Since	this	edition,	the	congress	is	made	in	collaboration	with
- (MD)	Ministry	of	Communicationsof	the	Republic	of	Moldova,	together	with	the	CTS	(Centre	of	Special	
Telecommunications)	and	the	CSC	(National	Center	for	Cybersecurity)
- (CH)	Ministry	of	Economy	and	Internal	Affairs	of	the	Canton	and	Republic	of	Geneva,	together	with	the	Geneva	
Cybercrime	Police	Unit
- (CH)	CLUSIS (Swiss	Professional	Association	for	Information	Security)

VIP	foreign	delegations	(speakers	and	attendees	from	public	and	private	sector)	led	by:	
- (FR)	The	regional	think-tank	Bourgogne-FrancheComtéof	the	IHEDN (Institut	des	Hautes	études	de	la	Défense	
Nationale)
- (IT)	Poste	Italiane togetherwith Polizia Postale and	GCSEC.
- (BG)	IT	companies professional associations	fromSofia,	Ruse	and	Varna.

TOP INSTITUTIONAL 

AND PROFESSIONAL PARTNERS

International. Absolutely.



2013 2014 2015 +/-
Speakers 29 57 53 -

- Speakers institutions 16 19 20 +

- Speakers academics 1 6 4 -

- Speakers private sector 12 32 29 -

- Speakers from abroad 8 22 23 +

Participants 72 157 227 +

Total 101 214 280 +



2. Sharing knowledge

The papers are, in a compulsory way, non-technical and non-marketing.

Each speaker shares real experiences in a way all attendees (even those with

few IT or ITsec background) can understand.

A plenary day with shorter interventions on broad topics and a day with

two parallel tracks and longer, more niche-focused slots allow participants to

have an overall view of “what’s hot” and then choose the most important

topics they want to understand better.



3. Networking Paradise

Take one of the most charming medieval cities of Europe. Imagine 250 people,
used to network in the halls of 5* hotels worldwide, spread in terraces of nice
coffee-shops, gathered in unconventional traditional dinners and benefitting of
state-of-the-art fully equipped B2B rooms + day-long coffee lounges.

And maybe you don’t know that… world-wide trusted companies and teams such
as Bitdefender (100% RO), Avira or Kaspersky (R&D teams) – are based in Romania!



4. Community Building

Meet the best State and Private professionals from SEE and Romania in a
unique way. In capital cities, State and Private VIPs come, deliver their speech, and
leave usually very quickly. By us, they stay 2 days to network, discuss, share.

All SEE institutions and major companies present at the precedent editions are
coming back and the community created in Sibiu is growing year after year.

Selected press is also invited to meet the main speakers and companies.



5. Feel at Home

From your landing to the moment of your check-in for departure, everything
is Included for foreign delegates: transfer to your hotel, coffee lounge all day,
lunches, dinners.

And unbeatable special deals with selected hotels. We do not "pamper", we
just take care of each one of our attendees, so they can focus on what really
matters: interact, share, meet and… enjoy a unique city.



6. Easy to reach

With two daily LH flights
to Munich and one OS
flight to Vienna, you
reach Sibiu from any
European major city
within 3-5 hours
including transit time .
Another option is Cluj
Airport (CLJ) with more
direct flights, at 2h30 by
car (we provide private
transfers on demand)


